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AndroidApkData June 22, 2015 - 10:00AM For as long as you can remember, your worldview has been limited to the walled walls of Candelero. Your adoptive father, Gorion, has done everything in his power to protect you and keep you from danger. That's about to change. After being forced to leave your home under mysterious circumstances, you are involved in a conflict that
has the Sword Coast on the brink of war. An iron deficiency of unknown origin threatens to lead the city of Puerta de Baldur into a conflict with Amn. Meanwhile, something is much more scary to plot than you could imagine... Since its launch in 1998, this classic saga of mystery, intrigue and adventure has established a benchmark for Dungeons &amp; Dragons™. Choose the
hero's qualities and abilities, gather a group of brave allies and explore secluded places on the Sword Coast in search of achievements, benefits... and the truth. Baldur's Gate: Enhanced Edition includes the original 60-hour epic, as well as the following extensions: * Tales of the Sword Coast: Explore the legendary Durlag Tower and more from the original Baldur's Gate extension.
* The Black Pits: You have been caught and forced to fight in the opulent sands of Baeloz. Endless monsters await you, as well as other adventurers who have suffered the same fate. Mutilation, murder and wipe out everything on your way to get freedom... if you can! * Lost Brothers: Help Rasaad yn Bashir, the monk of Solar Soul, on his quest in Cloudy Peaks. * Neera and the
Red Wizards: Save wild magician Neera from the cruel machinations of Zhay's feared red wizards. * Way of the Bloody: Join black guard Dorn Il-Khan in his revenge against those who betrayed him in Luskan. * Hero Gallery: Reimagine your character with eleven brand new portraits by the acclaimed Icewind Dale artist Jason Manley. * New sets of professional voices to choose
from during your character creation. * Discover countless improvements in the original game, including high-resolution fonts, an enhanced interface, dynamic zoom and more. Requires Android 3.0 and above 1-Install Apk. 2-Copy the data folder to sdcard/Android/obb path. 3-Open the game. NOTE: To determine which GPU your phone has, enter here: gsmarena -ADRENO-
APK: HERE DATA: PART 1: HERE PART 2: HERE PART 3: HERE PART 4: HERE PART 5: HERE PART 6: HERE PART 7: HERE PART 8 : HERE PART 9: HERE PART 10: HERE PART 11: HERE PART 12: HERE 'PowerVR' APK: HERE DATA: PART 1: HERE PART 2: HERE PART 3: HERE PART 4: HERE PART PARTE 6: HERE PARTE 7: HERE PARTE 8: HERE PARTE
9: HERE PARTE 10: HERE PARTE 11: HERE PARTE 12: HERE ===TEGRA=== APK: HERE DATA: PARTE 1: HERE PARTE 2: HERE PARTE 3: HERE PARTE 4: HER PARTE 5: HER PARTE 6: HER PARTE 7: HER PARTE 8: HER PARTE 9: HER PARTE 10: HER PARTE 11: HER PARTE 12: HERE Cualquier duda o problema me avisan a los Comentarios. Somos una web
dedicada en todo lo relacionado con Android, ya sea aplicaciones, tutoriales, juegos, temas, etc ... No dudes en hacer tus pedidos en los comentarios de cualquier juego o aplicación que en esté actualmente publicada en androidapkdata.net, Gracias por visitarnos!!! error: Esta acción no se permite .... When Baldur's Gate was released, it quickly became a favorite for players as it
turned out. Strict system, well-built world, epic music, foggy plots. Lovely fantasy dies since then quietly opened in the minds of a generation of players, until now. The ancient legend of Baldur's Gate is presented again in a whole new look. In the same year as history, the legend is still amazing, but time flies. Nothing can resist time, nothing can be immutable. When players are
busy with their livelihood, or stand out from the crowd, or have entered the Middle Ages. Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition is also different from this year's PC program, having strengthened the porting of transplantation, boarded a more diverse platform for the more demanding players. Ten years passed, some memory slowly diluted. Me, I'm no longer me; it, it no longer is. Perhaps
the biggest change caused by time is growth, whether it's age experience or mood. Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition completely retains the original Baldur's Gate style. Photo, music, system, plot is all the perfect reproduction of the year, all today's carved perfect. Fort Lysestake, players and Imeon orphan, childhood sweetheart. Surprisingly, life is unpredictable. A beautiful
childhood is mercilessly broken by wheel of fortune - a meaningless day, Gorion, who participated in the attack on the Barr Shrine, asked the player to pack up and leave the castle with him. But the world outside Candlelight, but not so promising, sudden encounter, adoptive father Groion to protect the players died. Players who have never listened to their adoptive father about
their own life experience and who have no childhood memory, and Imeon, started this fateful adventurous journey. This is an extremely difficult and complicated struggle to grow the road; It is also a mystery throughout, conspiracy many journey of exploration. Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition is a world of unprecedented freedom, in the main story of the radiation, the huge game
setup in front of players unfolds gradually. There are countless secrets hidden in this world. Each NPC, has its own history and faith; each branch has a deep causal relationship End. Players in this world to survive, but can influence the world's pattern. Each meeting, each choice can provide different possibilities; easily move, a concept can lead to different follow-up between.
Extension of the second edition of AD &amp; D rules, the whole game is built under expert Dragon and Dungeon system. This is a very strict system, digital comparisons make up the core; This is a very precise process, five dice determine everything. Such a methodology of the world's prospects at the expense of fast, strict and strict classic; raised the threshold, delineated
fanatical minority. The overall framework of the world, making the huge game like sea, but at the same time also makes the beginner easy to start. Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition graphics have been enhanced on the basis of the original, support for widescreen and high-resolution display. But at the time of production standards in today's often 3D environment despite its original
authenticity, but it has been somewhat simple. Looking down the static scene, a little pixel image, but after a certain change, but still can not tell the visual delight. Character modeling, the game interface reveals a thick nostalgic style, but no longer has a touch of amazing. However, the elaborate production still leaves some beautiful and remake hand-drawn animations that are
more in keeping with the theme of style and charm of hand-drawn animations. Although the dynamics of casting spells during the game are still gorgeous for years, Shock; Maps, logs, and other ui interfaces on the old scrolls presented one by one, although the quiet font of the time, but still left some records between the pen and the paper. So epic story, such epic adventure
picture. The same epic musical effect has never been far away here. Gentle music teaser, amazing music. All the original music with a small amount of fresh ingredients, this already very good area again carved. Birds in the forest, the sound of strong winds, the effect of the battle, the voice of the characters and many others sound realistic, just like being in this world between,
understatement will be able to engulf. And walking through the floor sharp footsteps and soft carpet trampled on the details of the characterization making the game sound system tends to perfect, expensive intentions, fill in the mountains. The core and external change of the game are not significant, but the details are strengthened; But the players have grown, the environment
has created a more critical vision. Subconsciously, I have been used now; it seems like that year, it's still the same. When behavior becomes a habit, it's hard to change. When you think about becoming a story, it's hard to forget. Older, calm, life tends to the law, time tends to be fraught. But although some things gradually restrained, but still as naughty posture, such as
curPhoneity. Open equipment in your spare time, from this moment temporary real life, into the virtual world; fatigue into the game, from this moment, no longer tired of fame and fortune, just the pursuit of the ultimate, looking for collection. With new elements, Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition boarded the groundbreaking new platform. The three new characters - Orcs Black Dorn
(who will be oath), half-elf mad Master Neera (to be oathd), human monk Rasaad will bring the player a 4-hour personal story experience; The new added The Black Pits (Survival mode) is able to give 6 team more than 15 hours fighting more than 6 hours of challenge time; In addition, improved version of the new 5 men and 5 women a total of 10 avatar package (to be ed), DIY
system is also more abundant. Go to Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition story, select the profile page (total 9) or create a new character to start the game. Create a role Unlike the most popular RPG games, complex and strict settings are the consistent style under the AD &amp; D rules. Gender, Avatars, Races Seven, 11 Foundations, Nine Camps, Initial Attributes, Skill Points,
Skills, Appearance, Name When set, players can begin to experience the same world of well-established settings. Nearly a hundred hours of adventure to make players hooked, an endless stream of unexpected episodes to experience extremely rich. It should be noted that the character set can not only be arbitrary, reasonable allocation and empirical guidance in this world of
powerhouses set foot on the right path. The new platform, touch screen touch-ring box instead of mouse operation. There is no difference between the menu settings and the operation of the class, which means that the mouse is easy to move freely. However, the iPad9.7-inch display after all, it's hard to fine-grain operation and screen details exactly correspond to a smaller range
of recognition to reduce the likelihood of abuse, but also reduces the accuracy of the click lock operation. Turn-based macro rules, real-time operation of the game's confrontational process, either strategically or operationally, are quite full. Preparation skills, memory spells, easy to rest after entering the match. This is not a personal heroism, made with the strategy first, the best of
the best production of their respective production. The pause button provides enough match preparation and immediate thinking, but also makes complex operations can be accurate and orderly implementation. Intimate setting is designed to suspend this function can run automatically, to avoid the risk of suddenly. In contrast, exploring the details of the map is not so pleasant.
Not a large search channel on the screen, picking up items, exploring traps, lifting agencies, curious locks and open doors, finding things like hidden objects that require click requires a angle and also requires a hand sliver. New plots, new characters, new platforms and new spaces have changed on the basis of the current year and are advancing with times.-APKAwaRd.com That
time, that story, that mood, that experience, I seem to find that kind of feeling once, aftertaste. Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition, a furious legendary giant. Thick content, fresh elements, classic core. This year's friends are very familiar with this series, told casually that no special recommendation; the current players I am afraid it is difficult to accept such an era of work, only with a
historical look at the view, to understand the original wonderful. When the blood, now can not always boil, only to revive in the classic, blood is not hot, but not cold. Passion is still there, but used to be hidden under the appearance of life, sometimes erupting, perhaps more Sheng. Sheng.
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